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This latest edition improves and builds upon the features of previous editions.
With impressive pedagogy, learning objectives and summaries, this clearly
written book will be another winner with students of international economics and
business.
Originally published in 1995, The Business of Higher Education focuses on
innovation in student financial services. It looks at the area of banking function as
a tool for colleges and universities, and how this can be used to meet the market
demand for new services. It also addresses how this can be used to balance the
financial aid budget. The book documents just how much each colleges and
universities have changed over the last decade and how each has changed given
that market forces increasingly shape institutional aspirations.
Applied International Economics, 4th Edition offers a modern and accessible
treatment of international economics, shifting the emphasis from pure theory to
the application of theory by using some of the key tools of economic analysis.
This new edition of the text formerly known as International Economics makes
the real-life application of international economics clearer than ever before, and
focuses on the basics that students will need in order to analyse information on
the world economy throughout their future careers. The new edition has been
refocused, revised and thoroughly updated. Key features include: A new chapter
on the firm in international trade accompanies a greater focus on firms in the
world economy, how trade influences income inequality and how businesses can
apply principles of international economics. New or expanded chapter
subsections on topics including the intersection of international economics and
international business; money, interest rates, and the exchange rate; and the
dynamic gains from trade. Replacement and expansion of case studies to bring
them fully up to date. Chapters on economic development in both the
international trade and finance sections on the book to reflect the increasing
importance of low- and middle-income countries in the world economy. A
streamlined treatment of Purchasing Power Parity, leading into the concept of the
real exchange rate. Expanded treatment of the Eurozone and the Eurozone
crisis. Written in a thorough and engaging style, the book covers topics at a level
appropriate for students specializing in business or international relations, as well
as for economics students. Along with a wealth of case studies and real-life
examples, the book offers extensive pedagogy including a companion website,
end of chapter summaries, explanations of key concepts and terms, problem sets
and additional readings.
Between 1550 and 1800 the Northern Netherlands went through a period of
intense economic development. This did not leave the surrounding regions
untouched. International trade blossomed, tens of thousands of foreign workers
found employment in the Netherlands and many millions of guilders were
channelled abroad to finance foreign commercial undertakings and government
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policies. This book offers the first systematic analysis of the international impact
of Dutch economic development and investigates the economic consequences of
Dutch dominance in the areas bordering the North Sea. By using a wide variety
of sources and literature Christiaan van Bochove describes the international
flows of goods, people and money, focussing attention on the effects on the
prices of everyday goods, the wages of labourers and interest rates. This book
shows how, by the end of the eighteenth century, the development of the Dutch
economy had turned the North Sea region into an integrated spatial economy
that operated at the frontier of what was technologically and institutionally
possible.
Building on the tremendous success of their best-selling Economics, Brue,
McConnell, and Flynn have revised their one-semester approach in Essentials of
Economics, 3e to provide a fresh alternative for the survey course. The result is a
patient, substantive treatment of micro and macro topics appropriate for the
introductory economics student, and fully integrated in the digital environment to
provide instant remediation and feedback through McGraw-Hill's innovative
assessment tool Connect Plus Economics. McGraw-Hill's adaptive learning
component, LearnSmart, provides assignable modules that help students master
core concepts in the course.
The revised and updated eighth edition of the bestselling textbook Politics UK is
an indispensible introduction to British politics. It provides a thorough and
accessible overview of the institutions and processes of British government, a
good grounding in British political history and an incisive introduction to the
issues facing Britain today. With contributed chapters from respected scholars in
the field and contemporary articles on real-world politics from well-known political
commentators, this textbook is an essential guide for students of British politics.
The eighth edition welcomes brand new material from eight new contributors to
complement the rigorously updated and highly valued chapters retained from the
previous edition. The eighth edition includes: · Britain in context boxes offering
contrasting international perspectives of themes in British politics. · A
comprehensive 'who's who' of politics in the form of Profile boxes featuring key
political figures. · And another thing ... pieces: short articles written by
distinguished commentators including Jonathan Powell, Michael Moran and Mark
Garnett. · Fully updated chapters plus new material providing excellent coverage
of contemporary political events including: The Leveson Inquiry, the aftermath of
the 2011 riots and the House of Lords reform. · A vibrant and accessible new
design to excite and engage students as the work through a variety of political
topics. · A new epilogue to the book offering a critical perspective of the trials and
tribulations of the Coalition Government, including an overview of the major
differences that divide the coalition partners.
International Economics, 17e combines rigorous economic analysis with attention
to the issues of economic policy that are alive and important today in this field.
Written in a concise and readable format, Pugel uses economic terminology
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when enhancing the analysis so that the reader can build their understanding of
global economic developments and evaluate proposals for changes in economic
policies. The text is informed by current events and includes the latest in applied
international research. Like earlier editions, Pugel also places international
economics events within a historical framework. The overall treatment continues
to be intuitive rather than mathematical and is strongly oriented towards policy.
International Economics is thoroughly integrated with the adaptive digital tools
available in McGraw-Hill’s Connect, proven to increase student engagement and
success in the course.Connect is the only integrated learning system that
empowers students by continuously adapting to deliver precisely what they need,
when they need it, and how they need it, so that your class time is more
engaging and effective.
The banking industry affects the welfare of every other industry and the
economy. Banks are the leaders of the financial-services industry as a whole,
however, financial-service competitors are now challenging them more than ever
before. Bank Management and Financial Services is designed to help students
master established management principles and to confront the perplexing issues
of risk, regulation, technology, and competition that bankers and other financialservice managers see as their greatest challenges for the future.
Discover the proven, market-leading book that is a favorite for its clear, concise
treatment of international trade and finance theory. Carbaugh's INTERNATIONAL
ECONOMICS, 17E uses a wealth of contemporary examples and practical
applications to vividly demonstrate the relevance of the theory to today's real
economic issues and global policy questions. The author presents both written
and graphical discussions, making the book highly understandable even for
readers who have little economics background. This edition reflects the latest
theoretical developments with a continued emphasis on current applications. This
distinctive approach has readers claiming, If it’s clear, concise, and
contemporary, it has to be Carbaugh. Important Notice: Media content referenced
within the product description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
For many years to come this volume. . .is surely going to be the ultimate
reference work on international business. . . thanks to Dunning and Lundan, have
at their disposal, a wealth of relevant data, as well as theoretical and empirical
analyses, which will enable them to assess the capabilities, contributions and
challenges posed by the multinational enterprises to the global economy. Seev
Hirsch, International Business Review Multinational Enterprises and the Global
Economy has become a classic in international business. . . Yet , the book s
second edition is even better than the first, in part because of Professor Dunning
s wise decision to choose Dr Lundan as his co-author and to draw upon her deep
knowledge of various strands of research on business government relations and
the societal effects of firm behaviour. . . In addition to being a remarkably useful
reference book, Multinational Enterprises and the Global Economy is the first
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book any IB doctoral student should read to understand the significance and
richness of IB scholarship as it has developed over the past 50 years. Alain
Verbeke, Journal of International Business Studies The second edition of
Multinational Enterprises and the Global Economy provides unparalleled
coverage not only of the literature relevant to IB research but also of the evolution
of IB in the world economy. Dunning and Lundan offer powerful insights into the
societal effects of MNEs and the role of business government relations in the IB
context. Journal of International Business Studies This wonderful book offers the
definitive synthesis of the modern literature on the economic aspects of
international business. It is encyclopedic yet full of incisive insights. It is a
creative masterpiece which unbundles the DNA of the multinational enterprise
and shows how it is the cornerstone of the field of international business. Alan M.
Rugman, University of Reading, UK The rise of the multinational enterprise, and
the consequent globalisation of the world economy, was arguably the single most
important phenomenon of the second half of the twentieth century. This
magisterial book, written by two leading authorities, examines this phenomenon
in depth. It explains how foreign investment by multinationals diffused advanced
technologies and novel management methods, driving productivity growth in
Europe, Asia and North America; however, economic inequalities were reinforced
as rich countries attracted more foreign investment than poor ones. This new
edition of a classic work is not only an authoritative guide to contemporary
multinational business, but a major historical resource for the future. Mark
Casson, University of Reading, UK This thoroughly updated and revised edition
of a widely acclaimed, classic text will be required reading for academics,
policymakers and advanced students of international business worldwide.
Employing a distinctive and unified framework, this book draws together research
across a range of academic fields to offer a synthesis of the determinants of MNE
activity, and its effects on the economic and social well-being of developed and
developing countries. Unique to the new edition is its focus on the institutional
underpinnings of the resources and capabilities of MNEs, and the role of MNE
activity in transmitting and facilitating institutional change. Since the initial
publication of this book more than a decade ago, the economic, managerial and
social implications of globalisation and technological advancement have become
even more varied and prominent. Accompanying these developments, there has
been a rise in scholarly interest in interdisciplinary research addressing the
important challenges of an ever-changing physical and human environment.
Drawing on articles and books from international business and economics, as
well as economic geography, political economy and strategic management, a
systematic overview of the developments in scholarly thinking is prese
Approximately 25% of Latin Americans live on less than $2 a day, and Latin
America is the most unequal region of the world. Poverty and inequality cause
suffering and slow development. The solution must include generating an
inclusive development process through satisfying the basic needs of the poor that
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enhance their productivity, that enable them to contribute to the development
process, and that enables them to earn the income necessary to live a full life.
Decentralization of taxing and spending from the central government to lower
levels of government can help to satisfy basic needs of the poor and create an
inclusive development process. However, decentralization is a stepby-step
process that must implemented by taking into account real-world circumstances
such as a lack of administrative ability in local government, and by formulating
policy accordingly. The book derives economic principles for implementing the
process of decentralization, and it presents cases that illustrate the principles at
work. It is an economic guide for policymakers and practitioners.
Economic growth, reflected in increases in national output per capita, makes
possible an improved material standard of living and the alleviation of poverty.
Sustainable development, popularly and concisely defined as ‘meeting the
needs of the present generations without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their needs,' directly addresses the utilization of natural
resources, the state of the environment, and intergenerational equity. Now in its
second edition, Economic Growth and Sustainable Development features
expanded discussion of income distribution, social capital and the insights of
behavioural economics for climate change mitigation. Boxed case studies have
been added which explore the impact of economic growth on people and
countries in both the developed and developing world. This text addresses the
following fundamental questions: What causes economic growth? Why do some
countries grow faster than others? What accounts for the extraordinary growth in
the world’s population over the past two centuries? What are the current trends
in population and will these trends continue? How do we measure sustainable
development and is sustainable development compatible with economic growth?
Why is climate change the greatest market failure of all time? What can be done
to mitigate climate change and global warming? With a blend of formal models,
empirical evidence, history and policy, this text provides a coherent and
comprehensive treatment of economic growth and sustainable development. It is
suitable for those who study development economics, sustainable development
and ecological economics.
This book develops a Credo for honorable entrepreneurs dedicated to freedom and
general human flourishing, based on work by Aristotle and the giants of moral, political,
and economic thinking. It explores how entrepreneurs can prevent a separation of the
honorable and the useful, a moral challenge faced by leaders in all parts of society.
Introduction to Air Transport Economics: From Theory to Applications uniquely merges
the institutional and technical aspects of the aviation industry with their theoretical
economic underpinnings. Its integrative approach offers a fresh point of view that will
find favor with many students of aviation. This third edition has been extensively
updated throughout. It features new material that stresses the dynamic aspects of
demand and supply and the ongoing competitive aspects of the marketplace. It now
features an introductory chapter, and specific examples, to more directly relate
management decisions to the economic theory. Also, in addition to an expanded
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coverage of revenue management and pricing decisions, the third edition includes case
studies that give real-world examples to reflect actual industry practice as well as a
discussion of the more up-to-date computer applications that make the new techniques
so effective. This book offers a self-contained theory and applications-oriented text for
any individual intent on entering the aviation industry as a practicing professional in the
management area. It will be of greatest relevance to undergraduate and graduate
students interested in obtaining a more complete understanding of the economics of the
aviation industry. It will also appeal to many professionals who seek an accessible and
practical explanation of the underlying economic forces that shape the industry.
The book starts with two monks secretly observing a group of tribal people in a forested
mountain. It appeared that the jungle dwellers were talking to something that was
visible for them but invisible for everyone else. Any rational mind would reject their
activities as hallucination, but the monks studied them and discovered the talks
between an immortal and His secret disciples; the talks that revealed the mysteries of
life and secrets of godly powers; the talks that examined the nature of Reality, Karma,
Desire, Soul, Destiny, Death, Time, and Space; the talks that described the
indescribable; the Immortal Talks.Contents: Prologue, The Alternate Mother, The
Mermaid, Describing the Indescribable, The Strings of Time, Defeating Death, The
Cursed Souls
Baye's Managerial Economics and Business Strategy is one of the best-selling
managerial economics textbooks. It is the first textbook to blend tools from intermediate
microeconomics, game theory, and industrial organization for a managerial economics
text. Baye is known for its balanced coverage of traditional and modern topics, and the
fourth edition continues to offer the diverse managerial economics marketplace a
flexible and up-to-date textbook. Baye offers coverage of frontier research in his new
chapter on advanced topics. The Fourth Edition also offers completely new problem
material, data, and much more.
This volume examines the specific gender roles in peace and security. The authors
analyse the implementation process of United Nations Security Council Resolution
1325 in various countries and discuss systemic challenges concerning the Women,
Peace and Security agenda. Through in-depth case studies, the authors shed new light
on topics such as the gender-related mechanisms of peace processes, gender training
practices for police personnel, and the importance of violence prevention. The volume
studies the role of women in peace and security as well as questions of gender
mainstreaming by adopting various theoretical concepts, including feminist theories,
concepts of masculinity, organizational and security studies. It also highlights regional
and transnational approaches for the implementation of the Women, Peace and
Security agenda, namely the perspectives of the European Union, NATO, the UN
bureaucracy and the civil society. It presents best cases and political advice for tackling
the problem of gender inequality in peace and security.
Introduction to International Economics, 3rd edition has been revised and updated to
deliver the most current information on today's global economy for a one-semester
course. Renowned educator and author, Dominick Salvatore provides a clear
presentation making difficult economic principles easy to understand, in a global
context. The text presents students with an introduction to the field of international
economics using real-world case studies while pointing out to the student the relevance
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and importance of studying international economics. The text seeks to explain how the
world economy works, the major benefits that it provides to people and nations, and the
most serious problems that it faces, all in a clear and realistic way that students with a
limited background in economics can understand. By covering the topics essential to an
understanding of the global economy, this text is easily accessible for economics,
business, and political science majors, alike. For any international economics course,
Salvatore's 3rd edition takes the students' understanding of economics well beyond the
classroom and across the globe.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus
to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab &
Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID,
provided by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products. Packages Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not
be included when purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check
with the seller before completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or
purchase a used book with an access code, the access code may have been redeemed
previously and you may have to purchase a new access code. Access codes Access
codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being
either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to
purchase. -- For Principles of Macroeconomics courses. Questions that drive interest,
applications that illustrate concepts, and the tools to test and solidify comprehension.
Students come into their first Economics course thinking they will gain a better
understanding of the economy around them. Unfortunately, they often leave with many
unanswered questions. To ensure students actively internalize economics,
O'Sullivan/Sheffrin/Perez use chapter-opening questions to spark interest on important
economic concepts, applications that vividly illustrate those concepts, and chapterending tools that test and solidify understanding.
Principles of Macroeconomics provides a rigorous and theoretical treatment of concepts
in an easy-to-follow and logical format. This fourth edition is fully up-to-date with all the
latest relevant theories, figures and, data including a brand new chapter on
macroeconomic policy (Chapter 10). The authors introduce a coherent short list of core
principles and reinforce them by illustrating and applying each in numerous contexts.
With engaging questions, explanations and exercises, the authors help students relate
economic principles to a host of everyday experiences such as going to the ATM or
purchasing airline tickets. Throughout this process, the authors encourage students to
think like an economist and to and employ basic economic principles to understand and
explain what they observe in the world around them. This approach engages student
interest while teaching them to see each feature of their economic landscape as the
reflection of an implicit or explicit cost-benefit calculation. Principles of Macroeconomics
is accompanied by market leading interactive resources including graphing tutorials,
logic cases, video cases, and quizzes to enable students to master concepts in an
engaging way. LearnSmart adaptive technology is available for the first time with this
edition! LearnSmart maximises learning productivity and efficiency by identifying the
most important learning objectives for each student to master at a given point in time. It
knows when students are likely to forget specific information and revisits that content to
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advance knowledge from their short-term to long-term memory. Data driven reports
highlight the concepts individual students - or the entire class are struggling with.
LearnSmart is proven to improve academic performance - including higher retention
rates and better grades.
This book is carefully designed and correlated to the thirteen telecourse video programs
to enrich your understanding of economic principles.
This textbook on international business integrates the academic study of international
trade and foreign direct investment with the actual strategic and operational decisions
of exporters and multinational enterprises. The book merges managerial decision
making in the internationally oriented firm with the conceptual tools provided by
international economics. It covers issues of central importance to firms that invest
overseas: political risk, taxation, and expatriate assignment.
Origins of Globalization draws widely on ancient sources and modern economic theory
to detail the concept of “known world” globalization, arguing that a mixed
economy--similar in many respects to our own--existed in a variety of forms throughout
the ancient world. By analyzing the business practices of the ancient
world--phenomena such as resource and market seeking behavior, international trade
from China, India and Rome, to Africa and even northern and western parts of Europe,
Small and Medium Size Enterprises (SMEs) operating internationally and outsourcing
production, multicultural workforces, tariff reduced zones, interregional tax issues, and
the management of currency risks--the authors provide readers with a unique historical
interpretation of the contemporary globalizing economy and a durable theoretical
framework for future historical economic analyses.
Covering the conventional areas of international economics, this edition provides the
blend of events and analysis to help readers understand global economic
developments and to evaluate proposals for changes in economic policies. It combines
economic analysis with attention to the issues of economic policy that are important.

Essentials of Economics is the market leader for the one-semester survey
course. In just about 400 pages, it provides a solid introduction to the core
concepts of economics with an emphasis on real-world examples and current
events. Essentials has earned its popular success because, unlike other books
on the market, it is free of the abstract and complex theory that require more time
than this course allows. Instead, the text is clean and concise, with many
examples of significance to students today, including Headlines and Policy
Perspectives that use current events to help illustrate the topics discussed. This
real-world policy emphasis is a distinctive feature of Schiller’s text and is integral
to its dominance of the survey text market.
Now in its 16th edition, this proven, market-leading book is a favorite among
readers for its clear, concise treatment of international trade and finance theory.
INTERNATIONAL ECONOMICS uses a wealth of contemporary examples and
practical applications to vividly demonstrate the relevance of theory to real-world
economic issues and policy questions. The author presents discussions both
verbally and graphically, making the book understandable even for readers with
little economics background. This edition reflects the latest economic issues,
from deindustrialization and declining oil prices to foreign exchange market
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rigging and deflation and the Eurozone. As delighted readers have already
discovered, “If it’s clear, concise, and contemporary, it has to be Carbaugh!”
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product description or the
product text may not be available in the ebook version.
International EconomicsInternational Economics
Introduction to Air Transport Economics: From Theory to Applications uniquely
merges the institutional and technical aspects of the aviation industry with their
theoretical economic underpinnings. In one comprehensive textbook it applies
economic theory to all aspects of the aviation industry, bringing together the
numerous and informative articles and institutional developments that have
characterized the field of airline economics in the last two decades as well as
adding a number of areas original to an aviation text. Its integrative approach
offers a fresh point of view that will find favor with many students of aviation. The
book offers a self-contained theory and applications-oriented text for any
individual intent on entering the aviation industry as a practicing professional in
the management area. It will be of greatest relevance to undergraduate and
graduate students interested in obtaining a more complete understanding of the
economics of the aviation industry. It will also appeal to many professionals who
seek an accessible and practical explanation of the underlying economic forces
that shape the industry. The second edition has been extensively updated
throughout. It features new coverage of macroeconomics for managers,
expanded analysis of modern revenue management and pricing decisions, and
also reflects the many significant developments that have occurred since the
original’s publication. Instructors will find this modernized edition easier to use in
class, and suitable to a wider variety of undergraduate or graduate course
structures, while industry practitioners and all readers will find it more intuitively
organized and more user friendly.
This book investigates the politics of transatlantic trade, specifically the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership negotiations. Using a novel
approach, the authors analyze the rhetorical choices made by opponents and
supporters of an agreement, and the logical behind their arguments. Opponents
used emotive frames and strategically chosen issues to increase public
opposition to the negotiations; supporters countered, but also accommodated,
parts of opponents’ rhetoric in hopes of quelling discontent. The study also
highlights the resulting changes to EU trade policy, thus contributing to the
literatures on trade policy, politicization, and rhetorical analysis.
The Routledge History of Slavery is a landmark publication that provides an
overview of the main themes surrounding the history of slavery from ancient
Greece to the present day. Taking stock of the field of Slave Studies, the book
explores the major advances that have taken place in the past few decades of
study in this crucial field. Offering an unusual, transnational history of slavery, the
chapters have all been specially commissioned for the collection. The volume
begins by delineating the global nature of the institution of slavery, examining
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slavery in different parts of the world and over time. Topics covered here include
slavery in Africa and the Indian Ocean World, as well as the Transatlantic Slave
Trade. In Part Two, the chapters explore different themes that define slavery
such as slave culture, the slave economy, slave resistance and the planter class,
as well as areas of life affected by slavery, such as family and work. The final
part goes on to study changes and continuities over time, looking at areas such
as abolition, the aftermath of emancipation and commemoration. The volume
concludes with a chapter on modern slavery. Including essays on all the key
topics and issues, this important collection from a leading international group of
scholars presents a comprehensive survey of the current state of the field. It will
be essential reading for all those interested in the history of slavery.
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